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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Objectives
A greatdeal of research has attempted to define thedynamics of second language
literacy development; however, researchers have readily acknowledged the complexity of
reading and writing in a second language. Questions about theinfluence of first language
literacy and second language proficiency onsecond language reading have been prevalent in
secondlanguage acquisition researchfor some time (Clarke, 1979; Cziko, 1980; Carrell, 1991;
Bemhardt& Kamil, 1995). Less frequently, researchers have askedabout the relation between
first language literacyand writingin a secondlanguage (Carson, Carrell, Silberstein, Kroll&
Kuehn, 1990; Hedgecock &Atkinson, 1993). This latter question about second language
literacy hasguided my thesis research. The intention of this study is to lookatwhether
students' LI backgrounds i:i literacy development and attitudes/preferences in reading are
related to their writing in English.
Second language acquisition theory hasoften been informed by research in first
language acquisition, and myresearch presented here is guided by a previous study which was
conducted with native English speakers. The study I am partially replicating was conducted by
Daane (1991), who considered literacy backgrounds and attitudes toward text ofnative English
speakers in a college composition course in relation to thewriting they did inclass. I also
looked atliteracy backgrounds and attitudes towards text inrelation tothe writing my students
did inan ESL composition class; however, my students were non-native English speakers.
My research methodology Eidheres tothe paradigm ofqualitative research, more specifically
practitioner research, where my classroom is the setting inwhich I seek togain instights into
the development ofL2 literacy. Through a qualitative analysis ofstudents'joumals,
compositions, and interviews, my thesis explores individual differences inliteracy
background/attitudes, and investigates whether they are manifested in students' writing in
English, and, if so, how.
Background on the issue
I became interested in student differences in literacybackground/attitudes when I taught
reading for university-level international students. In my second semester of teaching the
course, when the majority of my students were Malaysian and Indonesian, I found that in
teaching certain reading skills, particularlymaking inferencesand determiningauthor's opinion
versus fact, these students had great difficulties. Curious about these events, I went to two
English teachers who areMalaysian. I interviewed theminformally about their experience
teaching reading in English and the attitudesand practicestoward reading inMalaysia. There
were three main points which I found particularly interesting in their characterization of
Malaysian English language learners. First, they toldme that in Malaysia it is uncommonfor
parents to read to preschool-agedchildren; reading is learnedwhen children enter school (at age
seven). Secondly, accordingto theseMalaysians, inMalaysia peopletend not to readfor
pleasure as they do in the U.S. The third point which caughtmy interest was these two
teachers' comment that in the schools, although they are trying to make reforms, texts are used
only to convey factual information. According to these teachers, students do not know how to
use text "creatively."
To further investigate this question I turnedtomywriting classroom. In the fall of
1995,1was assigned to teachan intermediate composition class for university-level
international students. At this time I was also involved in a seminar on action research, and I
developed this issue into a research project byintroducing reading responses as a way to
encourage students' interaction with text. Aspartofmy study, I hadstudents keep a dialogue
journal with meinwhich they wrote about their educational background, family history and
preferences in relation to reading. I looked at all students' entries, but particularly at those of
theMalaysian students becauseofmyprevious impressions and the interview with the
Malaysian teachers. I alsoconducted several interviews with three Chinese Malaysian
students. I found that several of the students likedreading, but onlynewspapers and
magazines, not novels; however, among the students there were differences in which topics
they read in these periodicals. All three students suggested that they onlyvalued "useful"
reading, and thattheir teachers hadtold them that reading was important because it would give
them information. I lookedat students' compositions andjournalentries, particularly at their
expression, to seeany change occured thesemester as they were introduced to interacting more
with text through reading responses.
What I found significant in this analysiswas the close relation I noticed betweenwhat
students liked to read and theirwriting, especially in contentand style. One studentliked
reading undergroundMalaysian newspapers because the regular papers were controlled bythe
government and didn't allowcriticismof its policiesor of the country's condition. He found
that in the underground papers hecould read arguments and opinions. This student's writing
was usually political; he chosetopics such as the conditions of immigrant workers andthe
political structure inMalaysia. Another student confessed that heliked reading magazines
which had color pictures like National Geographic. His writing was full of description and
adjectives. One entry inhis joumal described him walking through his parents' house, going
room to room detailing everything. It wasas if hewere writing a picture.
Theseobservations were fairly holistic and general; however, this research ledme to
three important realizations: 1) differences did seem toexist among students' attitudes and
backgrounds inLI literacy development, 2) looking atone culture may bemisleading because
asStreet (1992) has suggested, trying to develop "inventories" of theliteracies of cultures
creates the potential for overlooking culture as a process and individuals' "notions ofself, and
3)I wanted tolook more closely atthe interaction between students' backgrounds/attitudes and
their writing.
Summary of thesis content
In this chapter I have introduced the focus of this project and my personal experiences
with students' second language reading and writing development which motivated this study.
Chapter Two reviews literature pertaining to the issues of literacy theory, reading and writing
connections, and second l^guage literacy development. Chapter Three presents the methods
followed in my research and outlines the procedures undertaken. Chapter Four provides the
results of the data collected from six students in my ESL writing classroom in relation to their
literacy development, attitudes towards text, and my analysis of their written English. Finally,
Chapter Five summarizes the understanding gained by this study, projecting the implications of
the research, acknowledging limitations, and suggesting possibilities for future research in this
area.
CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Muchresearch in the fieldof second language acquisition has addressed issues
concerning L2 literacy and influencing factors, particularly LI literacy (Clarke, 1979; Cziko,
1980; Alderson, 1984). These studies have concluded that LI reading can affect L2 reading,
but a certain threshold of proficiency inL2 language abilities mustbe reached. Also the
transfer seems todiffer among cultures and language backgrounds. Myresearch sought to
discover ifLI reading also influenced L2writing. The areas ofLI reading I considered were
students' backgrounds in literacy and their attitudes and preferences toward reading. To
pursuemyquestion of literacy several other questions also needto be answered: 1)What
influence do cultural practices and beliefs have on anindividual's performance, attitudes, and'
preferences in reading? 2)How might such literacy practices berelated tosecond language
literacy? 3) How might attitudes and preferences inreading affect LI writing? 4)What prior
research has investigated the connection between LI reading and L2writing? and 5)How
might myresearch add to these prior studies inLI and L2literacy?
The influence of cultural practices and beliefs on LI literacy development
The underetanding offirst language literacy has developed a great deal through research
and theory. An important strain ofsuch research has sought toacknowledge the importance of
cultural practices in influencing literacy behavior. One current theory ofliteracy, advanced by
Street (1984), has been termed the "ideological model." It considers literacy practices as social
events existing within a culture (p.2). This model for understanding literacy presents two
important principles for research. One, Street claims is that "literacy practices" are the key for
understanding literacy. "Literacy practices" include, "not only the event (of literacy use) itself
but the conceptions of the reading and writing process that people hold while they are engaged
in the event (Street, 1992, p.3). Essentially,, this principle means that events in which literacy
is used do not exist in isolation but are influenced by one's preconceived notions of literacy.
This point connects to Street's secondprinciplewhich promotes the descriptionof the social
context of literacy practice. He warns against the description of "cultural inventories of
literacy"; instead, he proposes seeing the process of culture and considering, "the associations
betweenculturalconventions, literacy practices, notions of self, person, and identityand
struggles over power" (p.5). Street's theory of an ideological model for understand literacy
supports the implications that L2 literacy is affected by LI culture and community, but also
requires recognition of individual differences.
Some researchers have looked at concrete examples of cultural background in relation
to literacy development in education. Greene (1993) dida thorough analysis of the background
of children in a Navajoreservation schoolto try and understand low success levels in literacy.
She found that factors such as a parent's level of traditionalism and living in a rural hogan
insteadof govemment-provided housing, playeda role in how reading andwritingwere
fostered in the home (which sheequated with success academically). Greene promotes the
notion of discovering students' "cultural ecology" to betterunderstand theirneeds in literacy
development. Thework ofHeath in theCarolina Piedmont communities (1982,1983) applies
as well. In her ethnography, she found that there were certain factors in the home that were
part of literacy socialization that could lead to success or lack of success in school. She
described literacyevents (for example, bedtime story reading) and the "rules" of interaction
during such events asbeing crucial in literacy development and overall academic capabilities.
These researchers support the ideathat certain events andcommunity-based factors are
involved in literacy development.
A case study conducted by Fishman (1992) looked at the attitudes towards text in a
student's culture in relation toa portfolio ofhis literacy skills (including reading
comprehension exercises, a composition, anda letterwritten to the researcher). The student
studied was from an old Order Amish family. Fishman found in this smdent's literacy
portfolio that his readingcomprehension exercises were answered with inappropriate brevity, if
at all; his compositionwas for the most part copied from a social studies textbook; and the letter
written to the researcher hadmore voice than didthecomposition. Fishman explains that to
understand this child'sliteracydevelopment anethnographic understanding of theAmishmust
be considered. Somepoints of the Amishworld viewwhichshe felt were necessary to
understand were: 1)all textwas believed to be true(forexample, theBible), 2) themode of
instruction in Amish classrooms ismodeling, 3)accuracy matters more than appearance, 4)
timeis valuable and5) thegroupis more important than the individual (1992, p.70). Fishman
claims these are important in explaining the student's brevity of response, plagiarism, and lack
of innovation in writing. Attitudes towardtext areencompassed by theworld viewwhich
Fishmansuggestsconnects culture and literacy. Fishman's researchled her to conclude:
What students know abouttheworld, what they believe is possible, what they
consider useful and important, and how they have experienced learning and
literacy in the pastbears direcdy on how they will grow as literate individuals
in the future (1992, p.75).
The influence of LI literacy practices on L2 literacy
Asmentioned before, sonie researchers have considered whether development ofL2
literacy isrelated more tofirst language abilities ortosecond language proficiency. This
research has shown that a threshold exists which learners must reach in second language
proficiency to have first language transfer. These studies have looked mainly at
comprehension of reading in thesecond language rather than writing (Clarke, 1979; Cziko,
1980; Alderson, 1984). However, in 1990 Carson et al. conducted a study to look at the
relation between LI and L2 literacy in three areas. They correlated LI reading to LI writing,
L2 reading toL2 writing, LI reading toL2 reading, and LI writing toL2 writing with two
groups ofparticipants: Chinese learning English and Japanese learning English. In this study,
they recognized that students have two sources available for them to develop their literacy
skills: literacy skills and knowledge ofliteracy in their LI {interlingual tranter) and input in
8from literacy activities in theL2 {intmlingual input) (Carson et al. 1990, p. 246). Theirstudy
concludes that interlingual transfer occurs; however, the transfer variesamongstudents
depending on theirfirst language educational background or first language experiences.
Because Carson et al.measured interlingual tranter by ascertaining thehighest level of
education attained aswell asbyassessing LI literacy skills through a cloze reading passage and
an essay written in the students* first language, few conclusions could be drawn about the
dynamics of theLI literacy or education experiences. Also the authors attributed variation to
be due to cultural difference; however, these differences were not definable from the data
collected.
This correlation between LI culture and L2 literacy has beenexpanded by others in
relating amore broadly defined development ofLI literacy toL2 reading. In a paper titled
Culture, literacy, andL2 reading , Parry (1996) reported onherexperiences as anEFL teacher
of reading inNigeria and China. These first-hand teaching experiences filled thegap left by
Carsonet al. concerning interlingual transfer. Pany discovered that as a teacher she needed to
understand the students' backgrounds in literacy toknow what their needs were. For example,
herNigerian students spoke among them 24different languages with English as the school
language and the lingua franca. On the other hand, although many mutually unintelligible
dialects ofChinese exist, her students in China did not use English as the school language, nor
was itapart ofthe code-switching that occurred outside ofher classroom. Additionally, she
described aspects oftheir language training inschool, such as the Nigerian students not using
translation in reading English or the Chinese students' focus on memorization written
characters before reading. Pany believed that these factors contributed tothe tendency of
Nigerian students to use more top-down strategies when reading for comprehension while the
Chinese had amore bottom-up approach. By learning what strategies students had learned to
use through theirculture. Parry suggested that,
teachers will be far better equipped to play their part inthe enterprise if they try
tolook not just atwhat their students say they do oreven atwhat they actually
do, but at what the have been taught to do through, as Heath (1983) has put it,
their own communities' "ways with words" (p.688).
Continuing the theme of the effect of culture and the community on L2 literacy
development, a study by Bell (1995) attempted to elaborate on the connection between LI
literacy and L2 literacy with a narrative self-study of her own developmentin Chinese literacy
as a nativeEnglish speaker. In her study.Bell foundthat her background in English literacy
development and her tutor's background in Chineseliteracydevelopmentwere very different
and that difference affected her progress in learningto read andwrite in Chinese. For example,
Bell described her frustration in learning only four new characters a week because her tutor
was not satisfied with the "balance" in her strokes. Later,Bell realized that her assumption
was that she was gaining literacy to read, whereasher tutor's background in Chinese literacy
developmenthad led her to associate literacymore withwriting. In her conclusionBell stated,
"We need to explore our own assumptions and recognize that much of what we used to
consideran inherentpart of literacyis actually culturally imposed" (p.702). This studyis
important not only in supporting the differences which existamong cultures, but in suggesting
the implications suchdifferences have for teachers of theEnglish language. Additionally, if a
culturally-specific understanding of literacy can be attributed to an instructor, then such a
perspective may also be held by students.
As evidenced in these studies, theory in second language acquisition is startingto
recognize the influence of community andculture on second language literacy development;
however, this potential relation has been developed inmoredepthby researchers in first
language literacy development.
The influence of LI reading attitudes and practice on LI writing
Fishman (1992) demonstrates attitudes towards reading and preferences in text canbe
considered part ofa culture's world view and the individual's socialization intoa community;
additionally, inFishman's study, these factors were seen to influence writing. Other
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researchers inLI literacy have studied the issue ofa connection between reading andwriting
(Eckoff, 1983; Daane, 1991)and discovered that such a dynamicexists. In fact, this
relationship iswell enough established that models for practice have been proposed (Tiemey
andPearson, 1983; Smith, 1983; Greene, 1992) to exploit reading for improved writing
development.
Eckoffs (1983) studyclearly showed thatchildren's writing contained features of their
reading texts. By looking at the writing from two second-grade classes, one using Basal B a
simplified text typical ofbasal texts and one using Basal Awhich was closer in style and
complexity to literary prose, Eckoff found that the two classes differed in several areas of
writing; linguistic structures, format, and style. The differences between the writing in the
classes mirrored the differences between the basal readers. Eckoff concluded that what
children read hasa impact on their development aswriters. Daane (1991) also looked at
reading and writing connections, but her participants were adult college students. In her study,
Daane decided toexplore the connection between students' reading and writing by asking
students to describe, in theirjournals, their literacy development, andthen sheexamined the
text they wrote for the class. She focused on four students, two who she termed as readers
and two whowere non-readers. Daane discoveredthat connections seemed to exist between
the reading backgrounds of these students and their writing inher composition course:
This exercise revealed notable parallels between their reading histories and
their present writing performance. Students who reported early pleasure in
reading and continued exposure to literature produced texts which were
markedly different in syntactic and semantic complexity, structural and
narrative forms, and the use ofimaginative language ascompared with the
text produced by students who reported early frustration and infrequent or
nocontinued exposure to literature (p. 185).
The influence of LI reading on L2 writing
Although second language acquisition researchers have acknowledged the possible
influence ofcommunity on L2 literacy development, support for aconnection between LI
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reading attitudes and L2 writing is lacking. Two researchers have done quantitative studies
which explore the question of this relationship (Janopoulus, 1986;Hedgcock & Atkinson,
1993);both found no significant correlationbetweenLI reading attitudes and preferences and
L2 writing. The study by Janopoulos (1986) correlated the amount of time spent reading for
pleasure, not specifying what type of material was read, with students' scores on a one-hour
writing sample. His results showed no correlation,which he suggested may be due to the
dissimilarity betweentheLI and theL2 of theparticipants, themajority of whomwereAsian.
In 1993,Hedgcock andAtkinson published an articlewhichcompared two of their earlier
research studies. Onestudy, exploredthe reading-writing relationship for nativeEnglish
speakers; theotherexaminedtiie relationship of LI andL2 reading to L2 writingof non-native
English speakers. Theseresearchers found thatLI readingandwritingfrequencyand genre-
preferences (since elementaiy school) were highly correlated to students' performance on anLI
timedmeasure expository-writing test (theparticipants in this studywerenative-English
speakers taking an English composition fmal exam). However, Hedgcock and Atkinson found
nosignificance in theL2writers' performance on a placement examcomposition andtheirLI
or L2 background in reading. The authors suggesttwo possibleexplanations:
Thecontrasting results reported heresuggest, at most, that extensive exposure to
written texts—whether LI or L2~may have little impact on nonnative writing
proficiency of the type measured here, or at least, that such impact is difficult to
measure using the present methodology (p. 332).
These twostudies suggest that there is little relation between preferences andattitudes
towards reading in anLI andwriting in a second language.
Connections to my thesis
This review ofliterature inLI andL2 literacy development has revealed a strong
tradition inresearch connecting community and culture to literacy development and practice.
This strain of research is stronger inLI literacy theory than inL2;however, a number of
researchers suggest that thisconnection needs more attention (Carson et al., 1990; Grabe,
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1991; Kamil&Bemhardt, 1995). In research on first language literacy, someconnections
have been found between how a communityperceives literacy and the attitudes toward and
preferences of members of the culture havein reading; this perception has alsobeenconnected
to writing in a first language (Fishman, 1988,1992; Daane 1991;Heath, 1982, 1983).
However, this same connection hasnot beensupported by research in second language
literacy. In theHedgcock and Atkinson article (1993) on reading and writing connections for
native and non-nativespeakersofEnglish, they suggest that, "only through further research
featuring direct comparisons ofnative and nonnative literacy development will an adequate
understanding of thecomplex nature ofL2literacy be achieved" (p.332). Through my
replication study I haveattempted to contribute to thisunderstanding.
I have chosen to replicate Daane's (1991) study which looked at the relation between
the reading and writing ofnative English speakers in a college composition course. By
collecting students' journal entries on their reading histories andtheir compositions written in
herclass, Daane analyzed thepossible connections between reading and writing in the
students' first language. In replicating her smdy, I am looking at anL2context to examine
what, if any, connections might exist between LI reading background and preferences and L2
writing. I plan touseDaane's methods to gain information which might reveal connections
missed inprior research (Janopoulus, 1986; Hedgcock &Atkinson, 1993) orwhich may




This study did not take place in one specific setting, a single room or building;
however, the main context was the course I was teaching in the spring of 1996: an intermediate
academic writing class for international smdents at a midwestem land-grant university. Since I
was the teacher as well as the main researcher, my study can be considered practitioner
research. Recognizing this dynamic is important because it requires acknowledgment of my
role and subjectivity in the study. Anderson, Herr, and Nihlen (1994) provide a definiton of
practitioner research:
"Insider" research done by practitioners, using their own site as the focus of
their study. It is a reflective process, but is different from isolated, spontaneous
reflection in that it is deliberately and systematically undertaken, and generally
requires some form of evidence to be presented to support an assertion (p.2).
Practitioner research does not prescribe a specific methodology for conducting research;
however, in researching my question about second language literacy, I used qualitative
methodology. Although traditionally second language acquisition research has utilized
primarily quantitative measures for discovery, the important contributions of qualitative
research in educational and sociolinguistic research has led the field of SLA to acknowledge it
as a valid way of understanding and gaining knowledge (Davis, 1995). Numerous researchers
have effectively used this methodology to understand questions in the field of literacy
(Fishman, 1988, 1992; Heath, 1982, 1983; Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines, 1988; Daane, 1991;
Bell, 1995; Parry, 1996).
In this chapter, I shall define first, the methods of data collection and second, the
analysis which I have employed to pursuemy research. Although I shall explain the two areas
separately, during my research they were intertwinedand overlapping (seeTable 3.1). My
data consisted of students' journals and compositions and my interviews with the students. As
I collected and analyzed my data, my question became more focused. Then, I collected more
data. In the last stageof my research, I conducted a final analysis andconcluded this study by
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Table 3.1 Data collection and analysis
Stage One Collected twojournal entries on literacy development and
attitudes/preferences in reading from 14 students
Codedabovejournal entries for readership
Reflected on andanalyzed collected datainmethodological appendix/teaching
joumal
Narrowed number of participants to six




Collectedjoumal entries(9) andfirst and final draftsof compositions (8)
from six students
Re-coded reading history journals of sixparticipants forpatterns in literacy
background andreading attitudes/preferences forwithin caseanalysis
Coded interviews for within case analysis
Analyzed writing (joumal entries, first and final drafts ofcompositions) of
thesixstudents across cases fordevelopment, genre/topic choice, and
revision
Reflected on dataandanalysis in relation to research questions
Narrowed focus to four students for writing up final analysis of research
questions
Conducted follow-up interviews with four participants
reviewing what I had attempted in my research and how Imight answer the questions guiding
my research. Through this process, I further divided my main research question into two
questions:
1. What were my students' LI literacy development and attitudes/preferences in reading?
2. What were possible relations ofthe factors uncovered in answering question one to my
students' writing in English?
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Participants
Becausethe participants were students inmy class, I had no control over the rangeof
ethnicity or differences in literacy development; these factors weredetermined by who
registered for the course. The students inmy classcamefrom a variety of countries and
cultures: Malaysia, Indonesia, Taiwan, China, Korea, andKuwait. I gave all students an
informed consent form explaining thenature ofmyresearch and asking for voluntary
participation, and fourteen chose to participate (seeAppendix A for informed consentform).
Then, I collected twojoumalentries from each smdent about theirbackground in
reading. The first entry wasa response to thefollowing prompt.
Writeaboutyourhistory of reading in yourfirst language. Whotaught you
or how did you leam?Did someonereadto youwhenyou were a child?
Whatdo remember about reading at home andat school? Addanything you
canthink ofabout the topic of reading. I know this is a difficult topic; it will
require a lot of thought.
In the second entry, I collected students' responses to questions I asked abouttheir initial
joumal entry. My questions were not uniform but rather related toeach student's previous
writing specifically. Some sample questions follow:
How do you feel about reading?
What do you like to read(inEnglish and in your first language)?
Whatbooksare in yourdormroom/apartment?
What do you like to read?
What do you think is importantto read?
Write about anything that enters your mind about reading.
How often do you read?
Why do you read?
16
Narrowing participant number
After collecting these itwo journal entries, I began looking at all 14 students' writing,
but later I focused on six students as Daane (1991)had done with four students in her study
whom she categorized as nonreaders and readers. According to Daane, nonreader students
were thosewho claimednot to read verymuchor only read newspapers andmagazines.
"Readers" would bethose whb not only read regularly and liked reading, butwho had had
positive early readingexperiences whichincluded parents' encouragement and an earlyinterest
in reading. Formy ownanalysis, I developed a third category highlighting events/preferences
whichI felt were importantto' my questions but didn't necessarily fit in the other twocategories
(forexample, details aboutliteracy development inEnglish or explanations of the school
system in the student's country). Then I read each student's journal and color-coded
statements which related to the aforementioned three categories (readers, non-readers, and
significant information). Fourof the 14onlyhanded in onejournalentry eitherbecause of
absences or misunderstanding. After codingall of the journals, I re-readthem,comparing the
students and seeking a rangein readership. To narrow thenumber of participants inmystudy,
I chose students who seemed to have a number of responses in the twocategories reader and
non-reader (moststudents had responses which belonged in bothcategories, however, often
onewasmoreprevalent). In additionto thisvariation, I chosenot to includegraduate students
(twoof thefourteen), so that the agesandeducation level of the participants was lessvariable.
I alsodecided to balance the genders inmystudy. Lastly, I chosestudents from different
countries; mymotivation was to investigate the backgrounds of students from different
cultures. Using all of these criteria, I narrowed my number ofparticipants from fourteen to six
(seeAppendix B for samplejpumal entries).
Thesesix students, fromIndonesia, Kuwait, Malaysia, Korea, andTaiwan, became the
central participants inmy study asmy research continued (seeTable3.2 for student
information). Their first languages were Indonesian, Arabic, Malay, Korean, and Chinese
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(Mandarin). Most of the students were in business-relatedfields (Business,Finance,
Marketing); however, one was in Communications and another in Hotel and Restaurant
Management. (Pseudonyms were used for all participants in this study.)
Data collection
Oneimportant aspect of datacollection in qualitative research is triangulation, which
essentially means using several sources tocollect data (Anderson etal., 1994, p.31). In my
study, for example, I achieved triangulation through interviewing participants, conducting
follow-up interviews, collecting journal entries, and collecting multiple drafts of formal
compositions. Thesedataboth informed the first part ofmyquestion about the nature of
students' backgrounds in reading andprovided datafor analysis on theconnection between this
information andstudent writing. Through these varied sources, I sought insights into the
dynamics ofL2 literacy while maintaining a dependable process of datacollection.
Table 3.2 Student information
Name First Language Countrv Sex Colleee Maior
Lydia Indonesian Indonesia Female Business
Mohammed Arabic Kuwait Male Communication
Rosdiana Malay Malaysia Female Finance
Julius Korean South Korea Male Hotel and Restaurant
Management
Kim Korean South Korea Male Business
Shu-jen Chinese Taiwan Female Marketing
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Interviews
In addition to collecting journals and compositions, I conducted interviews with six of
my students and later did follow-up interviews with the four who became the focus in my final
analysis. The main purpose of these interviews was to add depth to the information I gained
from journal entries about back^ound and attitudes/preferences towards text. Because the
participants were students inmy class, we had already developed a student-teacher relationship;
however, I used informed consent procedures to assure students that their participation in the
study would not alter their grade in the course ormy perceptionof them as students (see
Appendix A for informed consent form). Before the interview, each student had a fifteen-
minute conference with me in which we discusseddrafts of papers, interviews which were
assigned for a paper assignment, and general concerns or questions that they had about the
course. These conferences were informal, and I felt that during this time we built trust in one
another which gave students the confidence to speakhonestlywith me and allowed for in-depth
interviews. I assured students that their identitieswould remain confidential through the use of
pseudonyms in my research.
During the interview, I questioned each student individually and followed a course
prescribed by their input before and duringthe interview. The nature of the questions was
semistructured. I began each interview with what Spradley'sclassificationwould consider a
grand tour question (Anderson et al., 1994, p.ll9): tellmeyour family history. This
question served to open thediscussion between us and allowed theparticipant to begin setting
up emic perspectives on the topicof the interview. I followed the response to this question
with some mini-tour questions which builtupon what students saidin theirjournalentries; for
example, I asked onestudent, "Inyourjournal you wrote that you learned to read at your
nursery school. How didtheyteach youto read there?" Interviews also included example
questions , "Whatsortofwriting assignments would you have (inschool)?" andexperience
questions, which usually hadtodowithliteracy development; forexample: "Could you tell me
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your education history?" or "How did you learn to write?" (see Appendix C for a transcript
sample).
I recorded the interviews by audio-taping and later transcribed each interview except for
one in which the student asked not to be recorded. For this unrecorded interview I took notes
and verified them with the interviewee. My transcriptions of the interviews only included
verbal language and did hot include nonverbal behavior. I organized the transcription from top
to bottom which assumed speaker turn-taking chronologically down the page (Ochs, 1979).
For the purposes of this study such basic transcription seemed sufficient.
Later, I conducted follow-up interviews with four students who were the focus of my
final analysis in Chapter Four: Lydia, Mohammed, Kim, and Shu-jen. These students were
chosen based on their attitudes toward text; these four students, in relation to the six were on
either extreme of disliking reading or being highly interested in reading. For the purposesof
this study,I termedthe first group"non-readers" (LydiaandMohammed) and the lattergroup
"readers" (Kim and Shu-jen). In the follow-up interviews, I asked smdents to read portions of
the reading backgrounds/attitudesanalysiswhich I had written using their previous interviews
and joumal entries. This reading allowed studentsto verify that the factual information was
accurate. Also, I asked students to commenton parts of the analysis which they felt needed
more elaboration. This format led into my questions about some areas where I was uncertain
of what had been said or where I felt patternswere emerging. I integrated the information
gathered in thesefollow-up interviews with thedatacollected previously. These follow-up
interviews were audio-taped and transcribed in the same manner as the initial interviews.
Journals
Thejoumal assigrmients which I collected included free topicentries, in addition to the
first two on students' reading backgrounds (see "participants" section). Students had the
freedom to choose any topic onwhich towrite a one-page joumalentry (see Appendix Dfor
joumal assignments). At the beginning ofthe semester, I created a list in abrainstorming
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session during class about potential topics; however, there was no requirement to use these
topics. I collected approximately one journal assignment per week, a total of ten for the
semester. (Not all students handed in ten; however, none handed in fewer than eight). These
joumal entries were informative because the free choice of topics allowed me to gain access to
information about students' topic/ genre selection which I might not have had access to through
formal compositions or prescribed topics for joumal entries. For example, I found some
students chose to regularlywrite personal narrativeentries about their problems in school or
weekend activities, while others wrote in a more evaluative style, reporting on external issues
like capital punishment or environmental pollution. These choices of topic/genre may not have
appeared in the formal compositions in this course.
Compositions
I collected first and final drafts of four compositions assigned over the course of the
semester (see Appendix E for composition assignments). I chose to collect multiple drafts
because, in teaching, I commented on organization, expression, and content on students' first
drafts; therefore, I felt that the final drafts had more of my own input in it than the students'
first drafts. However, I still collected final drafts to see what changes students made in
revision, an area in whichwhere Daane (1991) had found connectionsbetween reading and
writing.
Methodological appendix/Teaching journal
The process of qualitative research is characterizedby shifts, refocuses, and
reorientation of the original research questions as the exploration of datadirects. To follow this
process effectively, a researcher needs to invest timeand effort in data analysisand
considerationcompleting data collection. There are severalways to make sense of this
process. Inmy research, I chose to write a methodological appendix/teaching joumal.
In this document, I kept notes onmy research process as well asmy own reflections on
whatI saw as I lookedat the data. My initial reformulation occurred aftercollectingthe first
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journal entries on students' backgrounds. I chose to do the next reflection after I had collected
the first three compositions and had completed the first round of interviews with the
participants. At this time, I asked myselftwoquestions which are relevantduring this process
of practitioner research: 1)were the questions stillanswerable andworth askingand 2) were
the data-gathering techniques working. After acknowledging thesequestions and answering
them in the affirmative, I chose to continuewithmy project.
Other researchers in literacyhavenotedthat as teachers of L2 literacy, we bringour
biases about learning literacy into the classroom (Heath 1983,Bell 1995, Parry 1996).
Therefore, my teachingjoumal/methodologicalappendix tried to reflect on my own attitudes
andassumptions about text. Qualitative practitioner research recognizes the subjectivity of
research, and the need to acknowledge it (Peshkin, 1988). Myjournal functioned not only to
record the path of my research, but also to remindme of my own biases in relation to this
project. Mostofmy teaching joumal/methodological appendix willnot appear explicitly in this
thesis report. Itspurposewas to guidemy research process; it exists, implicitly, in the pathmy
project followed.
Collaboration
A crucialpart of practitioner research is collaboration. Collaboration is necessary to
practitioner research because the role of teacher/researcher requires critical and reflective
dialogue with otherpractitioner researchers (Anderson et al., 1994, p.32). I included
collaboration aspart ofmystudy in several ways. Most importantly, the students inmy class
were collaborators by an introduction tomy research and invitation togive theirown input and
ideas onthe topic. Ofcourse, mycommittee and major professor were collaborators onmy
thesis by reading andcritiquing myresearch. Finally, I had a peer collaborator inmy field,
TESL (Teaching English asa Second Language), who was also working ona qualitative thesis
project. Although my topicdiffered from mypeer's, we readeachother's work, maintained a
dialogue journal about ourprojects, and offered an outside perspective oneach other's
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research. Through these various collaborations, my research evolved though input from
others.
Data analysis
My analysis of data in this study was not linear but could better be characterized as
spiraling. In the manner of practitioner researchand qualitativemethodology, I analyzedand
repositionedmy questions as I reflectedon collecteddata.By continuously analyzing the data
as I collected it and keepingmy journal, I was forced to focus on the data and its implications
throughout the study. From this process, I gained an understanding of my students'
backgrounds in literacydevelopment andattitudes/preferences in reading, as well as a possible
connections of these characteristics to their writing in English. To give this descriptionof my
process of analysis more coherence, I have divided it into four stages (see Table 3.1). My
analysis could be called an interactive synthesis (Huberman & Miles, 1994), which means to
understand my questions I used both within-caseanalysis (looking at each student's case
individually) and cross-case analysis (looking for patterns by comparing student'scases).
Stage one
As described previously, I began my analysiswith all students' journal entries about
their literacy development andpreferences in reading. I coded allentries withthree categories
basedonwhether the students were describing literacy events which supported "readership" or
" non-readership" andwith a thirdmorebroadly defined category of significant information.
These categories were adopted from Daane's study (1991) inwhich she based readership on
students' owndefinition of theirhistory andattitudes toward reading.
Afterthis analysis, I narrowed thenumber ofparticipants to six andreturned to
collecting dataandinterviewing the students chosen in this step. These interviews served to
elaborate onthepreviously written journal assignments and tomaintain triangulation, inother
words, to reconfirm theinformation the students provided in thejournals.
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Stage two
In my next stage of analysis, I re-coded the reading prompts of each student and looked
at interview transcripts for the purposes of within-caseanalysis or case-study of each student.
Although the dichotomy of "reader" and "non-reader" worked well to narrow my study, I did
not find this categorizationgaveme a full pictureof my students' literacy developmentand
attitudes/preferences towards literacy. (In order to write up the results of this study in a cross-
case format, I returned to the categories of "reader" and "non-reader" using students' attitudes
to define readership). I discussed the problems of the earlier coding with my peer collaborator,
who suggested an alternativecoding method. To do amore exhaustive coding for patterns in
each student's background, I began codingby writing a two- to three-word description after
each sentence; for example," age began reading", "parents bought books", "parents read
magazines", or "dislikesreading" (see AppendixB for samplejournal entries). My
collaboratorcoded one student'sjournal entry to exemplify this method and to enable me to
comparemy coding with his. This coding was very specific, but, unlike the previous coding it
keptmefrom imposing categories andallowed thesmdents' owndescription to define my
understanding of their readingbackground. I followed thismethodof coding for the two
journal entries and the interviews.
Then, to analyze the students' backgroundsand attitudes toward text, I returned to the
descriptors andlooked forpatterns within each student's journal entry. I found patterns such
asparent involvement, preferences in reading, and students' perceptions of theirpurpose for
reading. I also looked forpatterns in students' interviews. This analysis gave meanin-depth




After I analyzed students' reading backgrounds I turned to their writing to seek
connections to the coded categories I had detennined in stage two. In this section ofmy
analysis, I looked to see if the dynamics of the six students' literacy development and attitudes
toward reading were connected to their writing. In analyzing writing there seemed to be
infinite possibilities as to what I could focus on. I did an initial reading of all the writing by
each of the six students. In this reading I formed general impressions as to where I saw
potential connections between reading and writing. Based on these general impressions, I
decided the scope of this study would consist of what I had found in my previous observations
and some areas which Daane (1991) had found connected to her students' reading
characteristics: development, genre/topic choice, and revision.
I examined each of the journal entries and compositions, focusing on these three areas.
I read each piece of studentwriting three times. The first time I looked at development; I did a
word count for each journal and composition, and wrote a description characterizing each
student's development. In the secondreading, I focused on genre/topic choice in free topic
journal entries. For each journal, I wrote a descriptorof both the genre (narrative, description,
etc.) and the topic or title (for example, surviving the semester or deserts). Lastly, I focused
on the first and final drafts of each compositionby looking at what changes each student had
made at the word level, sentence level, and paragraph level.
From these data, I wrote index cards characterizing each student in each area. These
cardswere thenused in stage four to compare the student's writingin relation to their literacy
background andattitudes toward reading in order to answer the question of possible
connections between the two areas.
Stage four
Although thefirst three stages brought meto a better understanding ofmytwo original
questions, I needed to continue my process a bit further. Therefore, in stage four I began
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looking at the students across the cases. I used the within-^ase analysis on attitudes toward
reading to create a readershipscale from nonreaders to readers. Then I looked at the writingof
the students comparing them along this continuum to look for relationships between their
readership characteristics and their writing in the three areas I focused on. The results of this
analysis appear in Chapter Four.
To increase the reliability ofmy data, this stage I conducted follow-up interviews with
four students whom I had chosen to spotlight in my final analysis (see interview section for
details on studentselection). I felt I neededmoredata on these students to fully understand
their readingbackground andattitudes, and alsoI wantedto be sure that the data I was using
for analysis was accurate. (My concem came from the fact that none of the interviews or
writingused in this studywas in the student's first language). Lastly, in stage four I wrotemy
thesis.
Validity and reliability in qualitative research
Qualitativeresearchers agreethat the measuresof reliability and validity used in
quantitative research are not transferable to qualitativeresearch. However, issues of standards
are needed tomeasure the integrity of suchresearch. Howresearch is pursuedandwritten
about candepend ona researcher's discipline (sociology, anthropology, education, etc.),
theoretical paradigm (postpositivist, feminist, culmral smdies, etc.), and type of qualitative
research (action research, ethnography, oral narrative, case study, etc.). Ways ofmeasuring
the reliability and validity ofqualitative research have been defined by researchers in these
varied categories (Hammersley &Atkinson, 1983; Wolcott, 1987, 1990; Bogdan &Bilken,
1992; Huberman &Miles, 1994; Altheide &Johnson, 1994; Anderson et al., 1994;
Hammersley, 1994; Athanases &Heath, 1995; Chamot 1995). Since my research falls in the
category ofpractitioner research, I have implemented the standards setbyothers in this field.
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In practitioner researcha numberof "types" of validity assure standards in research
(Anderson et al. 1994). There are numerous methods used tomeet these requirements; Table
3.3 details themeasures to accommodate these validities inmy study. Process validity was
maintained through triangulation inmy data collection. I used amethodological appendix and
teaching journal togive my study catalytic and local (also called "democratic") validity.
Collaboration with a peer researcher and the time spent discussing my findings with my major
professor contributed tocritical reflection on my study (catalytic validity). Finally, inwriting
up the results ofmy research for a thesis, I gave my study local validity by explaining the
applicability ofmy findings tothe original context and outcome validity by ending the spiral of
research.
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In my study, I have used a number of strategies to maintain reliability in my data and
my analysis. Again, there are numerous ways qualitative researchers achieve reliability in
research. First of all, in writing my thesis I have tried to give a clear report of my research
moves throughout my study, so that those reading my research could follow my logic and
determine the value and generalizability of my research. The reliability ofmy data was
confirmed throughmy students' follow-up interviews in which they verified the accuracy in
my reporting of their literacy backgroundand attitudes/preferences in reading. In addition, I
have tried to offer a balance of participants in analyzingboth nonreaders and readers for
relations between reading background and writing. Lastly,my collaborationhas served to
check for inconsistent reasoning in my analysis.
As a novice researcher, I found it difficult to sort through the many different definitions
of reliability and validity offered in qualitative research. However, by writing out the
procedure I have followed and supplyingdata samples for readers, I hope that others can find
my research informative and transferable. Altheide and Johnson (1994), in an article title,
"Criteria for assessing interpretive validity in qualitative research," support thisbeliefby
stating, " How a researcher accounts for his or her approach, includingthe routine sourcesof
problems, is keyfor evaluating theworksubstantively andmethodologically" (p.490).
Preview of Chapter Four
In thenextchapter, I will present myanalysis of theresearch questions proposed in this
study. First, I detail what I discovered about literacy development andtheattitudes and
preferences in reading ofthesix students inmy study; this description is followed bydata from
four students toexemplify the findings across the six. Next, I analyze how these findings
might relate to thewriting of these students. Lastly, I summarize what these results reveal
about reading and L2 writing connections.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Revisiting the questions
At this point it is important to return to the questions this study sought to answer: 1)
what are my students'backgrounds in hteracy developmentand their attitudes toward text and
2) what possible relations exist between these factors and their writing in English. In my final
analysis, which is presented in this chapter, I will give a cross-case summary ofmy findings
based on the six participants in my study. To further exemplify these findings, I will present
data from four studentswho were on either side of the readership continuum (non-readers and
readers). In response to the first question I will give within-case descriptions of the four
students to show their backgrounds in literacy and attitudes toward reading.
To answer the second question, I used the analysis of the first to conduct a cross-case
analysis by comparingthe writing of the nonreaders and the readers. I chose to analyze their
writing in the areas of development, genre/topic choice, and revision because these were areas
where either I had noticed patterns previously or where Daane (1991) had found connections in
her study. This chapter will present the results and analysis of the background in literacy,
attitudes andpreferences in readingand the possible relations of these factors to L2writing of
six students: Lydia from Indonesia, Mohammed fromKuwait, Rosdianafor Malaysia, Julius
and Kim from Korea, and Shu-jen from Taiwan.
Literacy development and attitudes toward reading
Cross-case analysis
Thefirst question ofmy study has to dowith understandingmy students' backgrounds
in literacy andattitudes toward text. In analyzing thejoumalentries andinterviews conducted
with the six students who were the focus ofmy study, I found several themes which kept
appearing and seemed tomark differences among the students according to their attitudes
toward reading. These categories were thenature ofparental involvement and what students
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considered to be their purpose for reading. Table 4.1 summarizes my findings in these two
areas, plus the attitudes I used to develop the readership scale on which the comparisonwas
made. The comparisons were made along a continuum of sorts which is the organizational
logic of the Table 4.1. I placed students on the table by their own definition of their
readership. Two of the students described themselves as being active readers who enjoyed
reading. Two students, termed non-readers, explained that they did not like to read and did not
read very often. Another two students fell in-between these two groups because one liked to
read but did not read very often, and the otherwas indifferent about reading and also did not
read very often. From these descriptions I established a continuum of three levels; readers,
non-readers, and those in-between. I found that althoughparental involvementwas described
by all six students in their literacydevelopment, there were differences between the nature of
that involvement and students* readership. Thenonreaders described parental involvement
whichfocusedon trying to perfect theirchildren's readingskills, ratherthan stimulating
interestin reading. In contrast, the parents of those students categorized as readers tended to
encourage interest in reading and learningbut did not focus so much on perfection of skills.
All students inmy study suggested thatreading wasimportant to themfor the purposes of
getting information. However, at least two of the students who were readers also valued
reading for the purpose of improving their writing.
Otherresearchers havealso found that theseareasof literacydevelopment and reading
attitude/preferences areimportant in understanding theoverall literacy of an individual (Heath
1982, 1983;Fishman 1988,1992; andTaylor&Dorsey-Gaines, 1988). In addition, some
research haslooked at the relation of family, education, culture andcommunity with literacy
and has also found that parental involvement is a relevant dynamic indevelopment. Several
researchers incomposition theory have suggested that purposes andutilization ofreading by















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Within-case descriptions for four of the six students illustrates these patterns further.
These four were chosen because they were on the extremes of reader and non-reader levels on
Table 4.1.
Lydia: The minimal reader
Lydia was bom in a city on the island of Java in Indonesia Her parents owned a
bookstore and raised four children: three sons and one daughter. Both of Lydia's parents read
magazines every morning and her mother often read political books. According to Lydia, her
parents told her stories about legends which were common in Indonesia, but they didn't read
books to her. Lydia was taught to read by her parents as a youngster at home. She learned by
memorizing letters, a method which was later continued in her school. When she was learning
to read, her parents monitored her reading carefully to make sure she was not just looking at
the pictures in the books, but developing her reading skill. She described this in her joumal.
My parents taught me how to read letters when I was five years old. They
bought me some book which have some picture and I have to read loudly for
them. I'm still remember when my mother bought me a comic book and I only
saw the picture. She was very angry when lied to her (about having read the
book).
In school Lydia learned to write in Indonesian by memorizing letters from a chart, and later she
had courseswhere full-length compositions were assigned. Lydia said that the only reading
that she did in school was in textbooks.
Lydia expressed a strong dislikefor reading andwritingin her interview, by stating, "I
don't like reading. I just don't like readingnovels. Writing..I don't like it very much."
However, shereadmagazines in both Indonesian and English onbasically the same topic,
business; her choice ofEnglish magazines were Fortune, Glamour, andReader's Digest.
Additionally, Lydiafelt reading was important to gaininformation, particularly
knowledge for school. She also sawtheimportance of reading in communication; in her
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interview she mentioned this:" I think the most important thing is that I get some information.
So that if somebody talked with me, I could understand it."
Mohammed: The functional reader
Mohammed was from the capital city in Kuwait where his parents and his three-month-
old sister still lived. His father worked in the Ministry ofDefense and his mother was a teacher
ofArabic. Both of his parents were readers; his mother would read many different kinds of
Arabic books while his father preferred books on military topics.
When he was growing up, Mohammed's first teacher was his mother who taught him
to read and write in both English and Arabic. First, he was instructed in letters by drilling of
the alphabet. The instruction was followed by later assignments in which he was to read ten
pages of a book per day. Some books which Mohammed read were Cinderella and Aladdin.
In an interview, Mohammed elaborated on the interactionwith his mother after his completion
of this routine reading assignment.
My mom she came to me and she want me to like read it in front of her. Like I
mean she check the spelling and how to pronunciation. For example when I
read the word "went" I said like "want" and she said like "Went..w-e-n-
t..went"
At times his mother even pressured Mohammed, which he recalled in his first writing lesson
when his mother asked him to copy what she had written:
When the first time, when I have the pen, I were afraid I mean like..she, my
mom said go ahead write.... I remember something she told me, "If you don't
write exactiy what I wrote , I'm gonna don't gonna buy for you a bicycle."
Because my sport is a bicycle.
Mohammed went to anEnglishkindergarten before starting publicschool. Both he and
hisparentsbelievedthat this earlybeginning in English literacy causeddifficulties for him
when he began attending the public school where instructionwas in Arabic. Mohammed
described his father's reaction in his journal, "My fatheralways angry onme. Hewants me to
be the best student in my class." Due to his difficulties in school, Mohammed was sent to
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school in England where his father had received his higher education. Mohammed completed
his high school education in England before coming to the United States for college.
Mohammed did not like reading or writing; however, he felt reading was more useful
in his life. In his interview he responded:
I hate writing..in my opinon..because reading..more important because I
mean..for example when you go somewhere or someplace..or like if you want
to do something or to make or to buy something., you read the instructions..Or
read this paper to know what you want.
Mohammed no longer read in Arabic, only English because he said it was easier for him. In
English he preferred to read magazines and newspapers likeMcCalVs, TheWashington Post
and The New York Times.
Mohammed read mainly to find information of a very functional nature. He felt that
reading was crucial in theUnitedStatesbecause of the needto pay bills; in an interview, he
contrasted this with his own country, Kuwait.
Because I mean in America everything is like if you want to send bills or you
want to work you gotta read. But in my country no. You should, for example
if you have a telephone bill you should pay at the company. They'll tell you
what the amount is or they just give you a paper and you sign your name.
Kim: The reflective reader
Kim camefrom a family with two brothers, one sister, and two parents. He spent the
first part of his life in a small town in SouthKoreawhichwas not accessible by car. Later;his
family moved to a larger city in thesame area so that hisfather could complete hismedical
studies, and eventually Kim's family relocated in Seoul. Kim's father was a doctor ofAsian
medicine, particularly Korean. Hisbrother was also a doctor, andhis sister was studying
medicine in Beijing, China. His otherbrother worked for a corporation, and hismother was a
nurse for his father's practice.
Like the other parentsof studentsin this study,Kim'smother, whohad been a teacher
before marrying his father, helped him with his reading and writing before he went to primary
school. According tohis journal, "The first step ofmy reading was made by my mother. She
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was an elementary school teacherwhen she wassingle. So she triedveryhard to teach reading
and writing before school entrance," She also read books to him and told him, "tales and
storiesabout long time ago." She taughthim letters andcounting; however, Kimfelt that his
mother had had less time to spend with him than she had with his brothers and sister because
she had become a nurse for his father when Kim was bom. Nevertheless, Kim said, "I have
learnedby my mother. She teachme. If I don'tknowabout something, she teachme all
through the night." He described his mother teaching himusingworkbooks, and if he made a
mistake, "shealways didn'tblame. If I brokesomething..she always say it's okay. It can be
rebuilt again."
He experienced a greatdeal of difficulty with reading andwriting in primary school.
He felt that his lack of success was due to two factors; one was his lack of enthusiasm for
school and studying. Secondly, at that time it was common to have about 60 students in a
classroom and teachers were thus limited to the amount ofhelp they could offer students who
were struggling. Kimsaid thatusually teachers tried to teach at the speed and level of the
middleability in the class, so that high achievers and low achievers wereleft out. Therefore,
Kim's trouble reading continued andcaused himproblems at middle school.
Because of theattention given topreparing forcollege exams, middle school andhigh
school held little interest for Kim. He found memorization and the practice of solving problems
quickly uninteresting. However, it wasduring this time thathe discovered his interest in
reading. ForKim, the time during high school was filled with uncertainty. In order to
understand thesocial, political and personal changes going oninhis life at the time, Kim
turned to books for the answers. In his journal he wrote:
When I was middle school student, I had surrounded many problems...
Everything looked like question marks... Most ofquestions started from "why".
So I had to find myself. I started read every kinds of genre. Still I could not
find any answer. Butreading is the important part ofmy life.
Kim frequently read for pleasure, both in his first language and in other languages. In
fact, Kim studied English literature at college; he also belonged to an extracurricular reading
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club. In his interview, he explained this group, "Any kind of topic we can talk. For example,
French revolution, if I get a topic for French revolution the members read about the French
revolution and we talk about it. It's very helpful for all of us."
Kim seemed to prefer reading novels on many topics by writers from various countries.
In his journal he wrote:
If I read various stories more and more, my thinking and solution become more
various. I like every kinds of novel. Especially Korean novel contain with
aspect of society. A^en our society become more complex, novel as poet are
more pressed. My favorite foreign novelist is Albert Camus and Dostoyevski.
They wrote deep reasonal and anitreasonal aspect of human psychology.
Also when in collegeKim wrote for the school newspaper, kept a diary, and attempted to write
a children's book for a contest.
Kim valued writing highly, as he emphasized in his interview, "Nobody can live
withoutwriting. All the time I must expressmyselfexactly. If I can't there's a lot of problems
is lost or mistake. So, writing exactly my feeling, my opinion is important."
The importance of reading for Kim was both in information-gatheringand for writing.
He stated this succinctly in his interview:" Readingis importantbecause it can give you lots of
information, and if you don't readyou cannotwrite." Also theneed to improve his writing
was very importantto Kim. In his interview he criticized his writing as being unstructured and
driven by enthusiasm.
I recognize that writing is not just writing.. I have to study about
construction..arrange ..all the vocabulary's real meaning. Write is not
just you write beautifully or you using many new words. It's not
writing. You cannot write easy and everybody can understand this
sentence. I have recognized that it is really difficult. I just write by
myself like drunken guysdrove by himself. Mywritingis like that.
Throughreadingandguided instruction Kim hopedto leam "write."
ShU'jen: The avid reader
Shu-jen grew up in thecountry south ofTaipei inTaiwan. Forthe first thirteen years
ofher life, she lived with her two brothers, mother, father, and grandparents (her father's
parents). Her father was a businessman, and her mother was a homemaker. When she turned
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thirteen, her family, except for her grandparents, moved to Taipei, where Shu-jen completed
junior high, high school, and college.
While Shu-jen's parents did not read books to her, they sparked her interest through
oral story-telling and provided access to books in the house, "My reading background was
mostly built in the school. But if my parents were not develop my interests through story, I
would probably hate to reading the books while I was very young." Shu-jen was told two
kinds of stories when she was growing up: historical and fairy tales, both of which had the
purpose of teaching her about life. In her journal, she described further her parent^s
involvement.
My parents do not like to force us to read the books that we do not like to read.
They felt if they force us to read the books we do not like to read, we were not
happy to do it. We will hate to study and read the books.
Shu-jen began reading instruction in kindergarten. She described the method of
teaching as memorization. First, students were taught to memorize characters and later whole
articles from textbooks, "the teacher also asked us to memorize whole article on textbooks and
write it down without the books." However, this method of learning to read did not transfer
when Shu-jen reached primary school. She explained that she found the books in her school
harder and more complicated. "I remembered that I complained about the school all the time
and felt uncomfortable with the homeworks." In her interview sheexplainedthese problems
as not understanding new characters (in Chinese) and new vocabularywhen she read. Shu-
jen's parent's involvement in her literacy development becamevery important at this time; their
response to these problems was recorded in her journal.
My parents encouraged me and tried to help me. They sometimes bought the
books I like and wanted me to develop reading hobby. I really develop my
reading hobby by reading a lot of novel, especiallyromance and science fiction.
Essentially, Shu-jen attributed her interest in reading toher parents, andheld, "thanks to my
parents, l enjoyed reading very much and still persisted till now."
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Shu-jen was most interested in reading about history, an interest which began before
she read when her mother told her stories. She also read novels and magazines, which she
mentions in her journal.
Through interesting stories in novel, I felt my imagination been inspired and
began like to read books very much. In addition to novels, I began to read
other field of books such like magazines and professional books. I received a
lot of knowledge from this kind of books that you could not leam from the
textbooks.
Shu-jen read to gain information, andsheadded thatreading was important to improve
her writing. She explained her reading practice in her interview,
What I write is from reading. Yes, especiallynow that I am learning to write in
English. But I feel that the composition class all you can teach is avoid the
grammarmistake and how to editing a paper, those skills. But how to write a
sentence you have to read a lot of source. Okay, when you want to use..when
you want to express your meaning you can remember "last time I read a
newspaper they describe this and they used the verbfocus on or something."
So I have to memorize when I want to sayfocus on.
Summary
These results summarize the patterns that I found between readers and non-readers
when I looked at the datacollected across these cases. Thereaders described parental
involvement which was supportive andnuturing while thenon-readers told of literacy events in
which their parents stress perfecting skills. All students valued reading for gaining
infromation; however, the readers also described reading toimprove their writing. Although I
conceived andprescribed the categories, theirdevelopment was founded on the students' own
words and self-analysis. Other researchers have found these patterns in readership tohave an
impact onwriting inLI (Heath, 1982, 1983; Fishman, 1992; Daane, 1991; Hedgcock &
Atkinson, 1993); however, whether this impact extends toan LI reading-L2 writing
connection is less clear (Carson et al., 1990; Hedgcock &Atkinson, 1993; Janopoulos, 1986;
Bell,1995). The next stage inmy analysis sought to fmd out if these characteristics had
connections to the writing of these students.
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Writing connections
In this section, I will describe my analysis of possible connection with the six students'
backgrounds in literacy and attitudes toward reading to their writing. Many factors affect
writing in a second language, for example, age, L2 experience, L2 proficiency, etc. This study
explores whether LI reading background may be another factor in this pool. To analyze these
possible connections, I have chosen to replicate a study conducted Daane (1991) in which she
looked at the relation between the reading andwritingof native English speakers in a college
composition course. Her study concluded that:
This exercise revealed notable parallels between their (her students) reading
histories and their present writing performance. Students who reported early
pleasure in reading and continued exposure to literature produced texts which
were markedly different in syntactic and semantic complexity, structural and
narrative forms, and the use of imaginative language as compared with the test
produced by students who reported early frustration and infrequent or no
continued exposure to literature.
Of course, my study varies from Daane's (1991), in that I looked to see if such relations
existed for students writing in a second language.
I found that literacy development andattitudes/preferences did seemto havean impact
on students' writing in their second language in some areas, but not as universally as Daane
(1991) had suggested. I also found that in students' writing development and genre/topic
choice varied in relation to theirreadership. The readers inmy study tended to develop their
ideas more in writing than the non-readers did. Additionally, like Daane (1991), I found that
some of thereaders' journaltopics closely related to theirpreferences in reading andthatthey
were ableorwilling to usemorevariety in genres. Perhaps, the variation of interlingual
transfer (literacy skills and knowledge of literacy inLI) could beexplained by thevariation in
thebackground andfirst language experiences asCarson et al (1990) suggest. In contrast to
Daane, who saw connections in theamount of revision (readers revised more), I discovered the
readers andnonreaders varied in theextent to which theyrevised. There didnot seem tobe a
pattern in this variation between the readers and the non-readers
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To describe my analysis of the students' writing, I will again focus on the four students
who were on the extremes of the readership scale (see Table 4.1). I will discuss the
characteristics of each group, norireaders (Mohammed and Lydia) and readers (Kim and Shu-
jen), in the areas of development (based on bothjournal entries and compositions), topic
choice/genre (journal entries), and amount of revision (a comparison of first and final drafts of
compositions).
Fluency in production/development
In my study, I considered fluency in production/development to be the amount of detail
given on a topic, number of examples used to illustrate theideaspresented, and thedepth to
which the topic wasexplored. I found thatthe non-readers inmy study tended to develop their
ideas less in writing than the readers.
Development was not an areamentionedby Daane in her findings, howeverFishman (1992),
in a casesmdy aboutanAmish student's literacy, noted the influence of community on
development in writing.
Non-readers
Non-readers tended towrite only theminimum required for each assignment. Although
wordcount is not the onlymeasure of development, I found it interesting to note the
differences between the readers andnon-readers (SeeTable4.2, average wordcount for
compositions andjournals) in the amount they wrote for eachcomposition.
The writing of thenon-readers rarely used elaboration or examples. They followed the
composition assignments exactly, without additional information. The following two pieces of
writing exemplify the nonreaders' style ofdevelopment. These are the first two paragraphs
from Lydia's andMohammed's third paper assignment which was:
Summarize the kinds ofassignments and writing required inyour major
progr^ of study. You will make this summarization based onone
interview with a professor in your department. Basically, youwill write
questions, conduct an interview, and draft a paper summarizing your
findings. This assignment should help you apply what youhave learned in
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Table 4,2 Development word count
Name Average (mean") word count
for compositions






this class and what you will learn in your future composition classes to the
specific needs of your field.
I took these samples from first drafts in which students were required to have already revised
material, organization, and expression but not correctness.
Lvdia
Based on my interview with my accounting professor, I found that writing is
important in my major program of study. On my accounting class, we have a
writing assignment at the end of this semester. On this assignment, we have to
obtain an annual report for a retail or manufacturing film which can be found in
the library or we may write to the company and request the annual report.
We have to calculate all the ratios and compare with the average ratios for
the industry which is available in the library. The content of the analysis is
based upon the analysis of the financial ratios and discuss what we can find in
the world-wide web. On this assignment, material, grammar, and correctness
are important because most of the points are based on the analysis.
Lydia's writing was very fact-driven and informative. She fulfilled the assignment, but added
little as far as personal style or interaction with the reader.
Mohammed
Journalism majors are required to complete Journalism 201 and 202, I
interviewed **** who is one of the professor in Journalism 201 and 202. I
asked Professor *** about the content of his courses.
There are 10 assignments assigned during the course of semester. Each
one is given a commentary and should be rewritten. In other words, students
actuallywrite 18-20assignments. In journalism202, students are not expected
to rewrite as much because of the experiencethey picked up in 201.
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Like Lydia,Mohammed kept closely to the assignment prompt; ^d wrote a straightforward
informativepaper. The writing of the non-readers is not necessarily underdeveloped, but
differs from that of the readers.
Readers
In contrast to the non-readers, the two students in the reader group wrote compositions
which were longer (Table 4.2). However, it is important to note that Kim's journal entries
were the shortest of the four. Possibly he gave the reason for this in his interview when, in an
answer to a question about how he wrote in his journal, he said, "Joumal...to speak frankly I
always write the journal 20 minutes before class." (The other six students were also asked this
questions and none mentioned anything similar to this but may have been less frank.) The
amountof development of the readers ismostevidentwhen comparing themwiththe non-
readers. The readers tended to develop compositions beyondwhat was required. They
seemed to acknowledge their readers by providing background information, posingquestions,
and giving examples. The contrast with the readers and non-readers can be seen by the first
twoparagraphs from the same assignment takenfromKimand the first paragraph of Shu-jen's
paper.
Kim
Startingwith 96' spring semester, I became the student of College of Business
in Iowa State University. In spite of majoring in business, I do not have much
information about business. If somebody asks me about my major, what is
business? Or what are you going to study? I just can say that business means
managing system and information, that's all.
\^en I decide to change my major from literature to business, I really
want to know about what is managing people and society and why? Still, I do
not know what kinds of fields are there and, what kinds of state-of-the-art and
future are there. Through the interview, I had an advantageous chance to
challenge to my major business.
Kim's first two paragraphs establish hisvoice ^d thereasons forwriting thepaper. Hehas
attempted to go beyondthe basic promptfor the assignment.
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ShU'ien
In order to make a sound business decision, the manager or the owner of
the company needs the accurate information from this event to aid themproperly.
Marketing research is one of the helpful techniques that focus on collection and
analyzing data from consumers. Tlie course (Marketing Research) primarily
discusses about how consumers decide to purchase a product, degree of brand
loyalty exhibited toward the product, and using statistical analysis to give the
relevant information. "The objective of this course is to familiarize students with
research terminology andtools." said****, instructor of themarketing research.
He wants students to learn how to do the research in marketing field, and the
purposeof projects is helping students to practicethe knowledge they leam from
this course. Students are able to develop a questionnaire, manage issues they
investigated and use/analyze for addressing &e managerial issue. Thus, the
project assignments primarily consist of statistics techniques and data processing
that are more like technicalpapers.
Shu-Jen's approach is less introspective than Kim's, yet shedevelops her thesis more than
Mohammed or Lydia.
The difference in development between the readers and non-readers seems to be more
than quantity; however, sometimes, thereaders over-developed and became wordy, just as the
non-readers maynot havedeveloped theirwriting enoughtomake their ideas clear.
Genre/topic choice
Mydescription ofgenre/topic choice was based onstudents' choices onfree topic
joumal entries. I found that students' topic choice varied within the two categories (reader and
non-reader) as well as within each group. Daane (1991) also observed such variation of topic
choice inher study. She described the topics chosen by a "reader" inher study as "Every
paper hewrote had amythic orfabulistic quality; his lone analytic piece, and analysis ofworld
wide manifestations ofmachismo, was crowded with archetypal characters" (p. 187) She
attributed this topic choice to the writer living vicariously through books.
In my study, I found that the readers had stronger connections between what they read
and what they wrote in there free topic joumal entries and used more variety in genre style.
Logically, those who did not read much would have fewer texts to, connect to. Additionally,
there may be thevariable of interlingual tranter which differed between thereaders and the
non-readers. Table 4.3 gives the students' preferences in reading, the genre description, and
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the free journal topics on which they wrote. From this table, one can see that the students who
read infrequently or read only magazines and newspapers tended to write only autobiographical
narratives or very detailed description of daily events. In contrast, students who did more
varied reading wrote in more varied genres, or in styles closely related to their preferences in
reading.
Non-readers
Lydia's first journal entry was a description of Bali, Indonesia. After this entry, she
never wrote another journal entry in this style. Lydia wrote very detailed descriptions of her
daily schedule or autobiographicalnarratives about her life in her journal. This entry is typical
of those written by Lydia.
I saw movie on Friday at Carver 1. They showed Ace Ventura II. I was so
happy because I didn't saw it in the fall. I didn't want to see on fall because I
thought that it would be showed in Carver and that was true. I cam at 7:20 pm
although the movie started at 8:00 p.m. When I came, all the sit was full and I
was so lucky that there was two chairs were empty.
Ace Venture which was starred by Jim Carrey was a very funny film.
In this story, he acted as a pet detective. Actually, I didn't like this film because
I hate Jim Carrey's face. Although his acting was very amazing, I didn't like
his face when he was acting. I was impressed by his face's acting. I heard
from news that he learned how to act by act in from of mirror everyday. The
movie overed at about 10:00am and I went home by bus.
Mohammed, also a non-reader, had entries variedmore in genrethanLydia's. Most entries
were narrative, thoughsomewere descriptive. Mohammed's descriptive entrieswere
informative and completely withoutpersonal opinion. For example, in his journal entry
entitled "Deserts" he wrote:
The sizeand location of the world'sdeserts are always changing. Over
millions of years, as climates change andmountains rise, newdry andwet
areas develop. But within the last 100years, deserts havebeen growing at a
frightening speed. This is partly because of natural changes, but thegreatest
desert makers are humans.
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(these three journal entries






Topic/ Title Tifsmdent has given
the writing a title it is in
quotation marks^
Lydia's history as a swimmer
Seeing a movie: Ace Ventura
Going to an Indonesian
welcoming party
Working at the Union catering
service
Seeing a movie: Heat
Going to Indonesian Night 1996
Lydia's high school








"Restaurants in the US"
"Hawaii"
Surviving the semester
Analysis of a dream
The experience of travel
Understanding a spring festival
Going to Las Vegas
Being homesick for Korea
Preparing for exams
"My First Week in America"
"Snow Storm"
"Chinese Party in Ames"
"One Unforgettable Part Time
Job"
"Weekend Party"
"Hong Kong at Night"




By comparing these descriptive entries with Mohammed's other writing during the course of
the semester, it seems likely that he was using an outside source to either model or borrow text
for his journal. This contrast can be seen in an expository journal entry about change in
Kuwaiti society (the last entry of the semester).
The cultural in our country almost the same here in the United states
because we have in our country American school and public school they
teach the student English everyday. The political in Kuwait different
than America. In Kuwait they using constitutional government.
In his interview, Mohammed explained that he often looked at the newspaper or listened to the
radio to get ideas for his joumal writing.
Although the journals were dialogic, in that I always responded to student's writing as
a reader only (I did not grade joumals or make error corrections), both non-readers seemed not
to be aware of their audience. Lydia chose details of her everyday life, and Mohammed often
borrowed from other authors, thus using other's abilities to acknowledge their audience. This
may be due to their not being readers, and not considering a reader's need to be engaged.
Another possibility shown by a narrow choice of topics and plagiarism might be lack of
confidence as writers. Additionally, bothMohammed andLydia stated a dislike for writing
during their interviews, and this aversion could be the reason for writing only on what is
closest (daily narrative) or not writing at all by copying from someone else.
Readers
Kim wrote mostly reflective narratives in hisjoumal entries. These narratives differed
from thoseof Lydia in that, often, theywerefilledwith internal philosophical thought and
dialogue. Kim'sjoumal writing seemedto most closelyreflecthis preferences in reading. He
mentioned in his interview he likedwriters whoexplored topics abouthuman psychology. I
found this exploration in hisjoumal through his analysis of hisown actions andthought. For
example in an entry at the beginning of the semester, Kim wrote:
I want to change my feeling and condition. AH through theweek I just think
about how can I survive in this semester and what it the best way to think
positively. All of my friends who live in my country said to me, "you're and
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optimist." After I came here, I just plan and worry about something what will
happen one minute, one hour, or a day later. I have lost my decision that I had
concluded before I come here. I know what am I have to do in my new
environment. Sometimes I act like millionaire, I am very scared about
something to lose. Even if I have had a big money, estate, and respectation.
But I don't have anything.
Shu-jen's entries at the beginning of the semester were more often narrative. An
example from an early entry (Snow Storm) follows.
I was bom in a tropical country and there was no snow in winter at all. I
wanted to choose a very special place. The first choice was "Snow in winter."
Itmeans the place must have snow in winter. It sounds a little bit crazy. My
friends toldme that I couldnot acclimate thevery coldweather in winter. They
tried to persuade me to change my mind. I thought it will be a new feeling in
different environment. When I was a young child, I only saw snow on
television or on calendar. It aroused my curiosity to experience the snow.
Finally, I was luck that I could attend the school where had snow in winter.
My parents prepared a lot of winter clothes for me, they afraid that I could be
fieeze in a very cold weather. They told me that if I could not bear the cold
weather, I could go backhome or transfer to another school. I thought I could
make it if I want to that.
The entry continues fora page and a half describing a winter storm Shu-jen experienced in
1996. Thisstyleof personal narrative differed from that ofLydiabecause it wasmore
developed and gave the readermorepersonal history.
Later in the semesterShu-jen's entries became lesspersonal andmore likeevaluative
exposition. In her last entry she wrote about "A Student Life"
A smdent's life is in preparation for the real battie of life. It is also full of
variety and interest. One of the most important parts ofa smdent's life is toget
as muchknowledgeand soundmind—training as he can. Hismain businessin
school is to leam. He has to read the bookshe is taughtin classes. He has to
do the homeworkset to him. Anotherpart that forms a student life is the school
discipline. At school there are strict mles to bekept. Hehas to leam to submit
tothese rules or he should get punished. This strict discipline isvery good for
him.
This entry and others like it had a deliberate message tothe reader. Shu-jen seemed
comfortable writing about a variety oftopics and using different genres to express herself.
Amount of revision
I determined amount of revision inmy analysis by looking at the first and final drafts of
compositions. I looked at what was changed, added, deleted ormovedfrom the word-level to
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sentence-level to paragraph-level. In contrast to Daane's study (1991), I found a lot of
variation in the amount and type of revision across student compositions (see Table 4.4).
Daane remarkedaboutone of her non-readers, "Even afterrepeatedurgings toward revision,
Paul was unwilling or unable to ^ter his text, and his third draft remainedjust as wooden and
repetitive as the first" (p.l85). Unlike Paul, most of the six students did revise on all three
levels (word, sentence, and paragraph) in at least one of their papers. The amount of revisions
varied from paper to paper for each student. Based on these findings, I concluded that amount
of revision on projects in this class wasnot related (at least according to myclassifications of
students) to readeror non-readership patternsfor these students. Anotherpossible factor for
my inconclusive findings in this area may be my comments as a teacher on the first-draft which
direct students toward specific revisions of their writing.
Summary
After discussing the results of my analysis, I must return to my two questions and ask
whatwas learned fromthese results. In this chapter, I described patterns that had emerged
from my analysis andconnected these findings towhathadbeendiscovered in priorresearch in
the field of literacy and secondlanguage acquisition. Inmy first question, I asked whatwere
my students' backgrounds in literacydevelopment and attitudes/preference toward text. I
found that the students who described themselves asnon-readers haddifferent parental
involvement than those who were interested readers. In addition, all students valued reading as
means to acquire information, but thereaders also described using reading to improve their
writing.
The secondquestion I askedwaswhat possible relations existbetween the factors
found inquestion one and my students' writing in English. My answer to this questions was











Word level; changed noun to pronoun
Sentence level: re-worded, added sentence
Paragraph level: added conclusion
Word level; changed modal, added transition,
Sentence level; rephrased thesis statement, added topic sentence,
^ded clauses
Word level: added name of interviewee
Paragraph level: added paragraph to body, added conclusion
Word level: changed verb
Sentence level: changedword order, changed comma to period,
added sentence to conclusion
Paragraph level: revised conclusion
Did not hand in a first draft
Word level: added transitions
Sentence level, added a thesis statement
Paragraph level: reorganized paragraph in body, addedparagraph
in body
Word level: changed sentence subject, added transition
Sentence level: rephrasedtopic sentence, deleted topic sentence
Paragraph level: combinedparagraphs in body, added conclusion
Paragraph level: added introduction
Completely rewrote the paper (wrote two draftson the sametopic
"Differences", but each dr&unlike the previous one)
Did not hand in a first draft
Word level: addedjoining word, changed transition
Sentence level: added sentence to body and to conclusion
Sentence level: added topic sentence, changed topic sentence,
reworded sentence
Paragraph level: reorganized paragraph in body
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Table 4.4 (continued)
Shu-jen 1 Sentence level: reworded sentences in introduction and body
Paragraph level: added example, reorganized paragraph in body
2 Word level: added transitions, changed word
Sentence level: reworded sentences in introduction, added
sentences to introduction and body, deleted sentences from
introduction and body.
3 Word level: changed words, added transitions, deleted words
Sentence level: added and deleted sentences from introduction and
body
Paragraph level: added paragraph to body
4 Sentence level: added and deleted sentence in introduction, body
and conclusion; added new paragraph to body
literacy developmentand attitudes/preferences toward text and their abilityor interest in
developing their writing anduse of genres in writing. Having identifiedthesepatterns, I will
proceed to another level of analysis to fully answermy question. This discussion of the




Likemany qualitative studieswhichare hypothesis-generating, my study doesnot
conclude witha grandtheory but ratherwith possibilities for interpreting the results of the data
analysis. Following the qualitative "research tradition, the generalizability of my research will
be in the handsof my readers; as LincolnandGubastate regardingthe application of one's
qualitative research to the work of other researchers:
The best advice to give to anyone seeking to make transfer is to accumulate
empirical evidence about thecontextual similarity; the responsibility of the
original investigator ends in providing sufficient descriptive data to make such
similarityjudgmentspossible (Anderson et al., 1994, p33).
My intention has been to provide a clear picture of what I found and how I found it so that this
study may be transferable and replicable to some extent.
One implication of this research is thatstudents' attitudes towards text andbackground
in reading beconsidered in theESOL classroom. If there isnoLI reading andL2writing
relationship, as theresearch ofHedgcock and Atkinson (1993) suggests, thenwriting teachers
and second language acquisition researchers need notbeconcerned with students' LI literacy
in light of their development and attitudes orpreferences. Based on the results ofmy study, I
believe that there is a connection between LI literacy and L2writing. I found possible relations
between parental involvement, attitudes, and purposes forreading and students* ability or
desire todevelop their writing and manipulate genre and topic choice. Possibly, this
relationship isdeeper than the surface patterns and categories revealed inmystudy. I believe
that the relationship between the LI reading and L2 writing ofthe students inmy study was
influenced by the differing levels ofexperience, interest, and confidence. This cycle of
influence has been described by others inL2 reading development (Nuttal, 1982), but I believe
that italso describes the connection between LI reading and L2 writing for my students.
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First of all, the nonreaders had less experience with reading than the readers. The
readers apparently gained experience in reading because of their interest in reading rather than
just reading when necessary for information. Interest and experience were thus closely related.
The students' interest and experiencewere obviouslypart of their reading background.
Parental involvement and attitudes may have playeda role in creating interest and experience
for these students. The more experience the students had with reading, and readinga variety of
genres, the more likely they were to develop their writingbeyond what was assigned and to
use a varietyof genres/topics . For the non-readers, their lackof interest in readingprobably
led to their lack of experience with reading and writing.
The non-readers seemedto lackconfidence to writeor develop theirpapersanymore
than the assignmentrequired. Also, they choseeitherto writenarratives, whichmaybe
considered a universal genre (Hatch, 1992, p.l65), or they plagiarized. I believe that the non-
readers had less confidence in their ability towrite than the readers; thismaybe attributed to
their different levels of literate experiences. Levelof confidence maybe relatedto parental
encouragement and attitudes/purposes for reading andbe affecting or be affectedby interest
andexperience. In addition, the non-readers seemed to show moreconfidence in their writing
ability, basedon theextentto which theydeveloped their writing andon theirmanipulation of
genre and topic choice.
]ji summary, thebackground in reading and attitudes/preferences toward textappeared
to affect my students' levels of experience, interest, and confidence. These three factors could
be seen inmystudents' development and genre/topic choice intheir English writing inmy
class. Therefore, the hypothesis generated by thisstudy is that connections do existbetween
LI reading and L2 writing.
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Limitations
Although I was able to achieve most of the "validities" proposed by practitioner
research (process, catalytic, dialogic, local, outcome), my research had its limitations. One
criticism might apply to the means by which I gained information about students' backgrounds
in literacy and attitudes toward text. My methods were based on students' self-reporting:
journal writing and interviewing. Obviously, these data were influenced by students'
memories and perceptions of events and abilites in English. I did not have any means to
support this data with observation of the contexts or practices they were describing. A second
limitation in this study was in the analysis of students' writing. Because there are infinite
aspects of writing which I could focused on, I choose only three: development, genre/topic
choice, and revision. Certainly, this is not a complete picture of students' writing, and a full
answer to the reading and writing connection needs to entail all dynamics of student writing.
Of course, my choice was not random, but based on patterns I had seen and Daane (1991) had
reported. Nevertheless, a more detailed study could delve deeper into all aspects of students'
writing. Both of these limitations can be attributed to the logistics ofmy research situation and
the scope of a thesis project. I propose solutions and alternatives in research which would
overcome these limitations in the next section of this chapter on recommendations for future
research.
Recommendations for future research
The scopeof this studywas somewhat limited and opensmany possibilities for future
research. First of all, lookingat literacy development andpractices has andwill continue to be
an areaofmuch research. Becauseof logistic constraints, my only data in this area camefrom
students' self-reporting. Observation of development andpractice in the students' home
countries would offer a very interesting and much richer description of their LI literacy
development. Other realms ofinfluence inliteracy development could also beanalyzed inmore
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detail. For example,I think religion maybe a particularly significant aspect of some students'
countries andcultures whichcouldwell influence attitudes towardtext andpreferences in
reading.
In analyzing writing, the possibilities for future study seem'endless. Certainly, other
areas ofwriting should be considered, forexample: voice, expression, anduseofmetaphor.
My study onlyfocused on threeareas, twoofwhich seemed to connect with thereading
backgrounds andone which didnot. Also different kinds ofwriting could beused in analysis.
Mystudy focused onjournals and compositions, but texts such as reading responses or letters
could addto the datacollected. Looking atmore aspects andkinds of student writing could
provide amore in-depth pictureof theconnections between reading andwriting.
Fromthehypotheses I have generated, action research could be taken by another
practitioner in order to understand how to improveanESOLwriting classroom. Actionand
practitioner research are similar, but thefocus in theformer is onmaking a change in the
practitioner's environment (the assumption is thatthechange is positive) andfollowing what
impact the "action" has. I would like to see action taken tohelp students who lack confidence,
experience and interest in literacy inthe second language classroom. How to attempt this is not
soclear. One possibility might beto increase interest inreading which would provide
confidence-building provide experience. Possibly, reading responses orintensive reading in
the writing classroom would beactions to take. However, whether creating interest,
experience, and confidence in literacy is needed in the LI or L2 or both would also need to be
addressed in such a study.
Certainly, there are many avenues for further research from the hypothesis I arrived at
and from the limitations my research posed. I think that both quantitative and qualitative
methodologies can continue to inform the questions ofLI reading and L2 writing connections.
Teachers, researchers, and teacher-researchers should focus such questions in the context of
the language classroom.
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Contributions of my research to teaching and research
In spite of the limitations of this study, it is important to recognize contributions to
teaching and research. My purposefor undertaking this study wasmulti-faceted: I wanted to
experience practitioner research and theprocess it entails; I wanted todetermine if knowing my
students' backgrounds inliteracy would give me valuable information tofacilitate learning; and
I wanted to add to the bodyof research in L2 literacy.
In experiencingand writing about practitionerresearch, I havemade a contribution to
both thefields ofresearch and to teaching. My research contributes to teaching inthat I supply
a model for others to conduct research in their ownclassrooms. Currently, actionresearch and
practitioner research areincreasing in popularity in the field ofTESL(Freeman, 1996). As
more practitioners attempt suchresearch, more models will be needed to exemplify how the
process may becompleted. I feel it is important thatthose undertaking research in their
classrooms understand theresponsibility to complete such research thoroughly and with
integrity. As Andersen et al. (1994) said when defining practitioner research "..it (practitioner
research) isdeliberately and systematically undertaken, and generally requires some form of
evidence tobepresented to support anassertion" (p.2). I have attempted, in reporting the
spiraling process ofmy research, toshow others how this may take shape. This explication of
myresearch process also contributes to thefield of research. Often published research, both
quantitative and qualitative, excludes the debate and confusion that the researcher goes through
to arrive ata finished product. Byelaborating on my research process inChapter Three, I
hoped to show my difficulties and decisions, to give the reader a sense ofwhat I went through
to arrive at my results.
My second purpose in this study was to contribute to pedagogy by determining if
knowledge ofmy students' backgrounds in literacy development would provide information to
facilitate learning. I believe my data supports this; the results ofmy smdy showed that
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knowing more about my students' backgrounds would inform my teaching. As Bell (1995)
pointed out in her study, as teachers, we have certain prescribed notions about literacy which
we bring with us into the classroom. These notions encompass ide^ about literacy
development,purposes for reading, and our own attitudes towards reading. My study has
shown that these notions are also carried by students and may differ among them and between
them and the teacher. Having the knowledge of students' backgrounds and attitudes toward
text couldbe useful to instructors in avoiding unwarranted assumptions and unlikely
expectations. I feel that further research in this area focusing on confidence, experience and
interestin reading andwritingwouldgive teachers insight in how tohelp students writers in
certain aspects of theirwriting. Possibly, by restoring confidence, providing experience, and
stimulating interestin readingin our students then,maybe,writerswhosebackgrounds have
not supported them in these ways can still build their writing skills. Heath concluded in her
study (1982, p.l21), that such factors (students' backgrounds in literacy) shouldbe considered
in thecurriculum of theclassroom, particularly by becoming aware of the expectations of these
students in the classroom. In Daane's article (1991) she concluded:
If we expect students to evolve as writers, wemust be very sure they are
inmiersed in print. Only through reading will they acquire the schemathat
will enable themto replicatethe textures, rhythms, structures, and logic of
good writing in a variety of genres (p.188).
Although reading and writing connections didappear inmyclass, I would notgeneralize
Danne's findings to my research. In fact, the literacy development ofmyreaders wasnot
characterized bybeing immersed inprint, butrather through a supportive interaction with
parents during literacy events. Interestingly, the non-readers didmention being around plenty
of reading material; for example, Lydia's parents owned a bookstore. Therefore, I don'tfeel
that my findings conclude that to improve my students' writing they must beimmersed inprint.
Another reason I hesitate togeneralize from Daane (1991) was because I looked atspecific
aspects of student's writing, butdid not do a rating ofpoor orgood writing, thus I cannot state
that good readers made good writers. I believe that although my students were all inan
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academic writing course, what their varied disciplines consider "good" writing may well be
different. Therefore, I cannot assume that developmentor genremanipulation are necessarily
required of the kind of writing they will be doing in English.
In addition, I hope that my researchcontributes to the understandingof L2 literacy.
Although, asmentioned before, my research generates hypotheses rather than theories, by
looking at the dynamics of LI literacydevelopmentin relation to that of L2,1 am helpingto fill
in the gap suggested by many in the field (Grabe, 1991;Carson et al., 1990). This study
provides a model for using qualitativemethodologyto consider the reading-writingconnection
for English language learners in an area where prior researchhad been quantitativeand had
suggested that few connections betweenLI and L2 literacyexist (Janopoulos, 1986;Hedgcock
& Atkinson, 1993). My research suggests that extensive and intensive data collectionmay lead
to a different conclusion.
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APPENDIX A. INFORMED CONSENT FORM
TO: Students of lOlB section B
FROM: Lia Plakans
I am conducting thesis research in TESL (Teaching English as a Second Language)/
Lin^istics. My project will look to see if relations exist between ESL students' first language
reading background and their English writing. The purpose of this study is to consider if first
language reading might be an issue for English language writing teachers. As students in a
course on English composition, I would like to invite you to participate in my study.
Your participation would mean allowing me to use your journal entries and first/final
drafts of paper assignments as documents to analyze for my thesis. Since these written
documents are already assigned as coursework, what I need is your permission to include them
in my research. Also, I may need to conduct short interviews about your background in
reading or reading materials in your country.
This research will be taking place throughout the spring semester, and will conclude
with finals week. If at any point duringthe semester you wish to withdraw from the project
you are free to do so. Also, if there are particular parts or pieces of writing you do not wish to
have included in my study please let me know. I assure each student confidentiality and will be
using pseudonyms in my writing.
Because I am your teacher and not just a researcher, I want to assure you that your
choice to participate or not participate will in nowayaffectyour gradeormy perception of you
in this class. Please make the decision you feel most comfortable with.
Finally, I would like to invite your input into my research as it progresses. I will be
writingmy thesis this summer, so if you would like to see a copy of my thesis or hear about
my findings please let me know.
If you would be willing to participatein my study please sign your name below and
return this paper to me.
Yes, I will participate in Lia Plakans' thesis research.
(name)
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APPENDIX B. JOURNAL ENTRIES
Journal entry 1 and 2 from Lydia
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Journal entry 1 from Kim
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APPENDIX C. TRANSCRIPT SAMPLE
Interview with Shu-jen April 10, 1996
(Talked for two minutes about weather and Shu-jen's travel pl^s and new apartment)
Interviewer: The first one isI wanted toask you is totell me your family history, if you had
brothersand sisters,what your parentsdo and whereyou are from.
Shu-jen: Includingmy birthplace?
Interviewer: Sure.
Shu-jen: Okay my birthplace Tauyun, is south ofTaipei, not south ofTaipei the city, but is
locate on the Taipei..down ofTaipei andI have brothers, twobrothers one is elder,oneis
younger.. My father now he has a factory in mainlandChina. Yes,, because now Taiwan and
mainland Chinathey haveeconomic relationship only, soTaiwan's businessmen canmn their
business inmainland China, because that have thecheap labor.
Interviewer: I had heard that.
Shu-jen: My mother now isworking in my family, housewife, and I have a pet, a dog,
history...! don't get it, history?
Interviewer: Well maybe you could tell me like, were your grandparents inTaiwan?
Shu-jen: Yes, they now live in Tauyun. My grandfather is farmer..yes but now is retirement,
buthefeel.now hefeel likehe...now hestill raise some vegetable himself. Hefeel heneed
some exercise so now he iscontinue to doing the rest ofvegetables. But he now isseventy
two years old.
Interviewer: Really?
Shu-jen: My grandmother isfat (laughter) is fat, and yes is the housewife
Interviewer: Did you always live in this sametown?
Shu-jen: No, our family, because when my father was young he cannot afford the
house..apartment for us, so we living with the grandparent..grandmother, so at that time both
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my parents was working, so we living grandmother and grandfather until I was thirteen. So
my junior high school and we moved to the Taipei and ..yeah when I was thirteen we moved to
Taipei my junior high study was in Taipei, but my primary school was study in Taujung. At
that time we study the, how do you call? The language, different fromMandarin, the native
language from my parent's parents, from my grandmother.
Interviewer: Oh, so your grandparents taught you Taiwanese. You didn't learn this in the
school there?
Shu-jen: Yeah they cannot speak. They just understanda littleMandarin, but they cannot
speak and they cannot read.
Interviewer: So the writing is different than theMandarinChinese? Do they use charactersas
well?
Shu-jen: Yes, but they change the sound.
Interviewer: Okay, so.the writing is the same?
Shu-jen: The characters? The letters is the same but we use the different character in the
different languages.
Interviewer: Okay, so the characters are the same but theymeandifferentthings?
Shu-jen: Yeah, yes!
I: Interesting, very interesting.
Shu-jen: Yeah and I studied juniorhigh school, college in Taipei, for my first place.
Interviewer: Werethe schools different when you went to Taipei?
Shu-jen: Yeah..sure.
Interviewer: How were they different?
Shu-jen: You know the country kids (laughter) not sofashionable. They justvery hard smdy
and inTaipei, the kids, just like New York orLos Angeles they dress very well. They can see
a lotof things. Yeah, so they more...they act more grown-up, adult, yeah they understand
many thingsthan we growing up in the countryside
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Interviewer; Was it hard to switch for you?
Shu-jen: Oh at first time, I feel that I don't likeTaipei'skid becauseI am fromTauyun, but half
semester..yeah I feel the strange. Theylike to get a group and talking..like..not..I mean..they
a real hard toget along with eachother, always criticizing, "those girls are lalalala" or "that girl
is.."(laughter) and they liketo ...they liketo do..some between theboys relationship, is
complicated than the country kid.
Interviewer: More complicated than in the country . I imagine that is truehere too, those
differences. Doyouremember when in school you started writing longer papers like essays or
compositions?
Shu-jen: In junior highschool wehavetheChinese class, but not theEnglish.
Interviewer: Right not English.
Shu-jen; Westartto study thecomposition and ...but I think theChinese composition is totally
different from English.
Interviewer: How is it different?
Shu-jen: Like wedon't have topic sentence. We don't have main idea. Main idea is ourtopic,
but first is introduction, secondis body, the is the organization is the same. When we
describe, conduct sentence, we don't like..the..the English..we ...we like more...ah...more
describes..more ah..art, classical.
Interviewer: More ofclassical..is that what you are saying ormore adjectives?
Shu-jen: Yes, yes...yeah we
Interviewer: Less directmaybethanEnglish?
Shu-jen;.I think the Chinese..Of course we learn Chinese..to write Chinese is easier for me. If
you write the answen.the English essay I feel ismore like the..is more..like you give the
evidence..you .. you give the evidence you have to think about topic sentence each paragraph,
butwhenever, I do theChinese essay I justwrite thewhat I want to talk in the introduction and
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then I explain. But I can put my opinions.inside, so probably is the difference...at the final..at
the final I just..I include this information and I give a conclusion.
Interviewer: Are the writing assignments different from what we do in lOlB, like what would
be a writing task that you would have had?
Shu-jen: We have the composition class for two hours. At that two hours we have to finish a
paper, and the teacher will give us the topic and everyone..she ..she just tell us how to express
the style because the Chinese we focus on the stylea lot and that the description and not just
say essay we have to write a form..She just said, "The most important thing in your life, you
have to write in the like novel"
Interviewer: Like a narrative?
Shu-jen: Yes.
Interviewer: I see, I see and this is in junior high school that you are doing this?
Shu-jen: And composition...and we have homework, but because our paper is one square one
square, not like English typing, so we have to write a lot but take home homework about one
page about 1,000characters but we have to do about two page and probablyhave six or seven
paragraph-
Interviewer: Every night?
Shu-jen: No, No no...for a week..a week..or one month.
Interviewer: Interesting, do you think reading is important?
Shu-jen: Yes, course.
Interviewer: Why?
Shu-jen: What I write is from reading. Yes, especially now thatI amleaming to write in
English. ButI feel thatthecomposition class..all you can teach is ..avoid thegrammar mistake
and how to editinga papen.yeahthoseskills. I mean just skills, but how to..how to write a
sentence youhave to read a lot of source. Okay when youwant to use...when youwant to
express yourmeaning youcan remember "ahh..last time I reada newspaper theydescribe this
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an they used the \txbfocus on " or something because our vocabulary is not enough for me.
So, I have to memorize when I want to sayfocus on ...whenI want to say something is
important I have to use ihtfocus on when I want to change the time I have to say "at that
time.." or something, I have to rememberthat! So, sometimes..sometimes.. I will forget
something so I make a note., so I can look ..look...
Interviewer: Look for it in reading?
Shu-jen: Yes, but actually, when I was reading the English, first in my mind is the Chinese,
and I translate, "okay, so I canusethis" and sometimes I usethevocabulary notcorrectly.
Interviewer: That happens to a lot of people.
Shu-jen: Yeah, butmy...many sometimes I wrote down the dictionary, butprobably I never
see the character...but (laughing) I cannot...I don't know thewhich the equal word for
something...it difficult for me.
Interviewer: Yeah, and do you thinkwriting is important?
Shu-jen: Yes.
Interviewer: And why?
Shu-jen: Bothof important! Writing... I cansay..it canshow your Ievel..you learning level
because you read less you cannot express very well. And you have narrow ideas. And writing
canshow what youleam...what you leam from this course. Andbasically I will say it will
show your levels of study.
Interviewer: Andwhat do you find most difficult about writing inEnglish?
Shu-jen: Writing.difficult. Well, like I say the vocabulary and sometimes grammar. And
sometimes is hardsometimes I feel hardbecause I always thinkinChinese..hard to
translate..some is easy, but so I have to give up some ideas. Andonedifficult.is construct
sentence using the variety vocabularies. And some..I read somebody's other paper. They just
construct the simple sentence. I will feel that is the primary school student writing.
Interviewer: Well, likeyou saidshowing the level...
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Shu-jen: Yes, Yes! The writing difficulty.
Interviewer: Do you have any difficulty writing in Chinese?
Shu-jen: Right now, of course not, because my composition so is very good.
Interviewer: My next question what is, and don't think about what I have said in class but
your own personal experience..when I hand you a paper assignment, a formal out-of-
classpaper assignment, what process due you go through in writing that? What do you do?
(laughter) and just don't worry about what I have said in classes..that's irrelevant.
Shu-jen: Write a paper..I first computer and I will think about the topics and analyze the
topic..whats the idea I want to express and I will think about what I going to say on first
paragraph...and second paragraph. But sometimes I will get a new idea..when I write..when I
write a paper. My step is I seldomly write down.
Interviewer: You do it mostly on the computer then?
Shu-jen: Yes, and finally I will look at the last I will look at the whole paper...and think, not of
grammar or spelling but think this flow and fluency, and there look at fluency and every idea
connects to next idea and..writingEnglish sometimes feel...because on some topic I don't have
particularly sense.so at that I will feel I have no expression.(both laugh)
Interviewer: That happens-.that happens..
Shu-jen: But in some topics when I was interesting or I have a lot of information I can
contribute many, many ideas.
Interviewer: Yeah, how aboutwhenyou write in yourjoumal..how do you write in your
journal?
Shu-jen: Joumal..first..I feel themost difficult forme is to thinkabout topic. I don'tknow
what to...what to chose thetopic or what going to tell. Ah..joumal just...the same as I writing
thepaperbutit shorter, shorter than when I writing a paper. Ofcourse, thepaper ismore
important so I will use complete sentence a lot. I will look, focus, onvocabulary. Injournal,
sometimes I just type it. Interviewer: Is there..those are my only questions thatI have. Is
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there anything else about your reading orwriting thatyou think would be important for meto
know?
Shu-jen: Because I don't..I like to leam English..so sometimes I will not lose interest in
English. But I look the otherstudents..for me, only...only can decrease my interest in
it..reading..when I met the difficulty in reading...! think that that's all.
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APPENDIX D. JOURNAL ASSIGNMENTS
This explanation appeared on a handout entitled "Course components".
Journals and reading responses
Approximately every week you will hand in your journal (a spiral notebook) with two
entries in it; each entry should be approximately one page long and contain your ideas about a
topic. One entry each week will be on a topic you choose. The second topic will be a response
to some reading which I will assign. The readings will be short, but the responses will require
you to think about an issue and give vour own opinions about it (not just summarizing the
reading). These readings will also be topics for class discussion.
When I respond to your journal, I will comment only on the content. You need not
worry about grammar or spelling in your journal. Journal writing is an opportunity to let your
ideas flow from your head onto the paper without being hindered by correctness. Such writing
builds fluency and allows you to write about what interests you.
This explanation appeared on a handout entitled, "Journal and Reading Response Assignment"
1. The journal entry— As usual you have a free choice of topics to write about in your journal.
I have been responding to your entries, and sometimes I ask questions. You do not have to
answerthese questions, but they can be part of your next entry if you wish. Two weeksago
wediscussed possible topics for journal writing. Here is the list of suggestions we cameup
with:
food home country different cultures friends work
family sports weekend activities crimes death
lost/found commercials/advertising sales movies weather
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APPENDIX E. COMPOSITION ASSIGNMENTS
Paper Assignment #1
Describe and explain a custom or tradition in your country/culture that is
not familiar to most Americans.
• Remember that out-of-class assignments must bedone on a computer and double spaced.
• Work through theprocess approach, starting today within-class prewriting. Then write
and revise before your first draft is due and again before peer review. Finally, make sure you
edit before handing in your final draft.
• Hand-in a first draftonSeptember 18. I will readyourdraft focusing onorganization,
content, andmaterial. After I return your draft, revise andeditit andbring two copies to class
onSeptember 23 to exchange for peer review. We will have time inclass for peerreview on
September 25.
• OnSeptember 27yourfinal draft is due. In your composition, I willlookfor:
—organization: correct use of paragraphs
overall structureof the composition
—material: thorough development ofthe main idea ofthecomposition
useof examples anddetails to clearly illustrate yourpoints
-correcmess: no fragments, comma splices, or run-ons
correct sentence structures
-expression: variety in sentence structures (compound &complex)
variety in vocabulary
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Paper Assignment # 2
Identify what you consider to be the invention or discovery that has
brought about the most far-reaching and lasting changes in our century.
Explain the reasons for your decision.
- Remember that out-of-class assignments must be done on a computer and double-spaced.
-Again, we will work through the process approach on this paper. We will start with
brainstorming in class. You should hand in a first draft (which should be your paper though
the revision stage) on March 6th and bring a second draft for peer review on March 18th. The
final edited paper is due on March 20th.
-We will have conferences on March 7-8 in which we will discuss your paper and any
questions you are having about it or the class.
-In your final paper I will look for the same features as your first paper plus any we have
worked on since the last paper. Those features are as follows:
organization: use of paragraphs and topic sentences
overall organization of the composition
a clearly stated thesis statement
material: thorough development of the main idea in the composition










Summarize the kinds of assignments and writing required in your major
program of study. You will make this summarization based on one interview
with a professor in your department. Basically, you will write questions,
conduct an interview, and draft a paper summarizing your findings. This
assignment should help you apply what you have learned in this class and
what you will learn in your future composition classes to the specific needs of
your field.
The first step in this paper is toconduct an interview which involves three steps:
1) Setting upan interview. This interview should bewith a professor in your major
field of study. Make sure youmake an appointment with the person youwant to interview;
when you make the appointment introduce yourself andexplain thepurpose of your interview.
I would recommend setting up your interviews by Wednesday, October 23.
2) Writing interview questions. Spend sometime this weekwriting your interview
questions. Please bring a list of these questions to your conference, and we will perfect them.
Yourquestions should focus on the topic; here aresome suggestions.
-kindsof writing required in courses in yourmajor
-frequency of writing and importance of writing
-typesof guidelines and time limits givenfor writing
-amount and type of homework expected
-other skills imponant for specific courses
-anyadvice professors could give you about the importance of content,
organization, expression andgrammatical accuracy in writing.
3) Conducting the interview. Conduct your interview in a friendly, courteous manner.
Make sure you arrive on lime, re-introduce yourself and your purpose, and express your
appreciation of the professor's time. Take some notes during the interview, but do not bury
your nose in your paper. After you finish the interview you can goback toyour notes, fill in
the missing information andmake sure you understand them.
-We will spend some time in class on Wednesday, October 30, discussing how your
interviews went, any problems which you experienced, and what you learned.
-Your interview notes will function as your prewriting for this paper. Organize your notes and
use them as material towrite from. Afirst draft of your paper is due onMonday
November 4.
-After you revise this draft, bring two copies for a peer review exchange on November 8.
We will have time for in-class peer reviewing onNovember 11 .
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-The final draft will be handed in on Wednesday, November 13. Because this paper
involves more work than the other assignments, I am weighing it more heavily (175 points).
-In your final paper, I wiU look for the same features as the previous papers, plus any we have
worked on since. TTiose features should be as follows:
organization: paragraphs and topic sentences used appropriately
overall organization of the composition
clearly stated thesis statement
good use of transition words to maintain cohesion
material: thorough development of the main idea in the composition





no run-ons or comma splices
correct word order and word form
spelling
punctuation
expression: variety in sentence structures (compound and complex)
variety in vocabulary
effective introduction and conclusion
Adaptedfrom Improving the Grammar ofWritten English: The Editing Process , Beverly
Benson and Patricia Byrd, Heinle andHeinle, 1989.
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Paper Assignment #4
Choose a topic you have written about in your journal to write on for
this paper. You will need to use what you have written in your journal and
develop it into a cohesive, well-organized paper. Make sure that the topic you
choose can be made into a clear thesis or main idea for your paper.
-Remember out-of-class assignments must bedone on acomputer and double-spaced.
-As always, we will work through the process approach inyour paper. You already have a
brainstorm ofideas inyour journal. Before Friday you should look through your journal
entries and choose a topic. You should hand in afirst draft ofthis paper on Wednesday,
November 20 (this will be your paper through the revision stage). On Wednesday,
December 2, bring two other drafts for peer review exchange, and an in-class peer review
will be held onFriday, December 6. The final edited paper is due onMonday,
December 9.
-In your final paper, I will look for the same features as the previous papers, plus any we have
worked on since. Those features should be as follows:
organization: use of paragraphs and topic sentences
overall organization of the composition
a clearly stated thesis statement
good use of coherence devices
material: thorough development ofthe main idea inthecomposition





no run-ons or comma splices
parallelism
coirect word order, word choice and word form
correct use of prepositions
spelling
punctuation
expression: variety insentence structures (compound and complex)
variety in vocabulary
effective introduction and conclusion
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